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Need to Have a Fun and Engaging Creativity for your Kiddos !! You can Choos TODAY 100+ Different Funny Dragons Dinosaurs Robots
Ninjas Design for Color !! This high-quality Kids Coloring book for preschool & kindergarten kids is stuffed with 100+ Dragons Dinosaurs
Robots Ninjas illustrations that are outlined with thick chunky lines, making it easy and enjoyable for kids to color. Coloring is scientifically
proven to help unlock your creativity, reduce anxiety levels, and help you practice meditative mindfulness. The ideal gift for toddler kids,
friends, and family. This Coloring book helps your child take their first step design to build-up confidence and improve fine motor skills and
handwriting. The Book comes with: Black and white inside Designs in various skill levels suitable for children ages 4 to at least 8 increasing
complexity and different picture styles keep it fun and interesting 110 pages Coloring Book Perfectly sized 8.5" X 11" Premium quality finish
softcover Premium cover design This funny fantasy coloring book makes a fantastic and beautiful great gift idea of a Birthday, Holiday,
Christmas, New Year's, Valentine's day Appreciation for kids, toddlers, preschoolers & Kindergarteners!! SCROLL UP AND CLICK "Add to
Cart" TO ORDER YOUR COPY INSTANTLY.
Children can be loud. So how do we help our children utilize their inside voices while in quiet settings? Come along with Quiet Ninja on a
journey to discover your Ninja Toes and Ninja Voice! Find out what happens in this comedic book about using calming tones in quiet settings.
Life is hard! And it's even harder for children who are just trying to figure things out. The new children's book series, Ninja Life Hacks, was
developed to help children learn valuable life skills. Fun, pint-size characters in comedic books easy enough for young readers, yet witty
enough for adults. The Ninja Life Hacks book series is geared to kids 3-11. Perfect for boys, girls, early readers, primary school students, or
toddlers. Excellent resource for counselors, parents, and teachers alike. Collect all the Ninja Life Hacks books and visit the author's profile for
fun freebies!
Learn about antonyms through easy, engaging text andcolorful photographs.Additional features to aid comprehension include logical
narratives, bolded key words, detailed photographs, an answer key, sources for furtherresearch, and an introduction to the author.
The beloved host of the NBC hit show American Ninja Warrior draws inspiration from both the fierce competitors on his show and his own
unlikely path to success to outline the essential steps to achieving your goals and becoming a modern-day ninja. Akbar Gbajabiamila, the
host of NBC’s hit Emmy-nominated show, American Ninja Warrior, did not have an easy path to success. One of seven children to Nigerian
immigrant parents, he grew up in the Crenshaw district of South Central Los Angeles during the 1980s and 90s, a time when the
neighborhood was fraught with riots and gang violence. With dreams of playing professional basketball, Gbajabiamila found success not in
the sport he loved, but in football. Late in his high school career, Gbajabiamila suited up with pads for the first time and was thrown into the
complex sport of football. He climbed major hurdles to play college football and then professional football. After playing in the NFL, it was only
after years of hard work behind-the-scenes in radio and television that he was offered the job to be the host of American Ninja Warrior.
Through his own inspirational underdog stories and interviews with modern-day ninjas who have accomplished extraordinary things in their
own lives against the odds, Akbar proves in Everyone Can Be a Ninja that it doesn’t matter if you make it through every step of the obstacle
course on the first try. Ninjas keep pushing themselves until they reach their goals, and they don't let anyone or anything stand in their way. It
is easy to see greatness in others; it’s hard to see it in ourselves. Everyone Can Be a Ninja shows you that we can fulfill our potential and
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achieve our dreams by finding our inner warriors.
A straightforward if wacky guide for would-be ninjas takes readers step by step through the long and arduous process of learning the deadly
art of ninjahood, explaining how to safely negotiate the Cavern of Good Touch/Bad Touch, how to be quieter than bug thoughts, and the
ultimate secrets of the ninja clans. Original. 50,000 first printing.
Ethan's grandma, who is a ninja, comes to visit, and her appearance at school makes Ethan the most popular kid in class.
Ruby sets out to learn her own secret skill at Master Willow’s School for Ninjas in this charming picture book that celebrates confidence,
creativity, and kindness. Includes a craft for making a felt stuffed dragon! Master Willow’s Ninja School is a place where junior ninja saplings
must learn many important skills: how to make themselves invisible, fight skillfully, meditate patiently and—most importantly—how to be brave
and unleash their own secret talent. But Ruby’s no good at traditional ninja skills and she seems too afraid to conquer her fears. Can a quiet,
gentle sapling really graduate from ninja school? Yes! Especially when she taps into her own special talents. Christy Ottaviano Books
In this Level 1 reader series, Moby Shinobi is a very helpful ninja! In this book, Moby Shinobi is making pizza at Papa Peppy's Pizza Shop.
Moby tries to toss dough, slice pies, and serve hungry customers, but each attempt to help out just ends in a funny mess. Moby wants to help
Papa Peppy, but what if his ninja skills aren't right for the job? When the key to Papa Peppy's secret sauce is lost, it's Moby's time to shine!
Rhyming text and bright, full-color artwork make this the perfect book for young readers!

Positive Ninja wasn't always so happy and optimistic. She used to struggle with negativity until she learned a strategy
that would change her forever. Find out what happens in this comedic book about mindfulness. Life is hard! And it's even
harder for children who are just trying to figure things out. The new children's book series, Ninja Life Hacks, was
developed to help children learn valuable life skills. Fun, pint-size characters in comedic books easy enough for young
readers, yet witty enough for adults. The Ninja Life Hacks book series is geared to kids 3-11. Perfect for boys, girls, early
readers, primary school students, or toddlers. Excellent resource for counselors, parents, and teachers alike. Collect all
the Ninja Life Hacks books: marynhin.com/ninjaset.html Fun, free printables at marynhin.com/ninja-printables.html
A ninja must be strong, courageous, and silent! He creeps through the house on a secret mission. There may be
obstacles! But have no fear—a true ninja can overcome all challenges.
The action continues with all your favorite ninja! Chapter book #10 is an all-new story based on the latest events in the hit
Cartoon Network TV series.
Ninja of the past learned to climb, dodge, and sneak. But how do modern ninja tackle intense obstacles? This title takes a
fun look at ninja training, including martial arts techniques readers can try.
The CIRCUS is coming to town, and NELSON and his friends have a chance to be part of the show! Nelson’s AMAZING
NINJA SKILLS will be PERFECT! But what will NINJA Nelson do when BIG TROUBLE arrives at the BIG TOP!
A fresh, funny, and hip picture book about a little bunny who wants to be . . . a ninja! How to be a SUPER AWESOME
NINJA: · Rule #1. You must always work alone. · Rule #2. You must be super sneaky, especially in the most dangerous
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of situations. · Rule #3. A super awesome ninja must: possess incredible strength, achieve invisibility, master the skill of
climbing, gain the ability to fly. . . . Our little bunny is ready to embark on his path to becoming a ninja. But is he cut out
for the ninja life? Especially if it means leaving his friends behind?
The first complete translation of the ultimate Ninja manual—a comprehensive guide to the arts of the ninja, including
espionage, warfare, assassination, and more In 1676, a ninja named Fujibayashi collected and combined information
from the ninja clans of Iga—regarded to be the homeland of the ninja—and compiled it into an authoritative book. Known as
The Bansenhukai, Fujibayashi's book has now been translated into English by the Historical Ninjutsu Research Team
and is widely considered to be the ‘bible’ of ninjutsu, the arts of the ninja. The Book of Ninja begins with an in-depth
introduction to the history of Fujibayashi's scripture. The teachings themselves, appealingly rendered in this translation,
then take us into the secrets of guerrilla warfare and espionage. We learn how to become the ultimate spy, whether
through a network of spies or by hiding in plain sight. Through the stealth and concealment tactics of night-time
infiltration, through weapon and tool building skills, and through mission planning, we can learn much both about warfare
and about adopting the right mindset for tackling our own inner and outer enemies. Adding to the mix for the spycraft
lover, there are sections on capturing criminals, performing night raids, making secret codes and signs, and even
techniques for predicting the weather, and using an esoteric Buddhist system of divination. An exciting and engaging
tome of lost knowledge, The Book of Ninja is the final say in the world of the ninja and the ultimate classic for samurai
and ninja enthusiasts alike.
Did ninja really use shuriken, or throwing stars? Did female ninja carry fans made of steel? Find out what is myth and
what is fact while exploring the tools and weapons of the ninja.
"A figure clothed in black scales a castle wall for a covert mission. But how did ninja actually live their lives? Uncover the secrets and truth of
living life as a ninja"-Ninja, Cowboy, and Bear are three friends who do everything together, but when they participate in a competition it leads to a variety of
disagreements.
The Big Ninja Coloring Book for Kids If you love ninjas, you will love this coloring book! What Will You Get If You Buy This Coloring Book?:
Size: 8.5 "x 11" inches100 pages Soft, premium matte cover with pretty design High quality cover Great themed design Perfect bound and
printed on high quality durable paper
From N. D. Wilson, bestselling author of the 100 Cupboards series, comes this funny and adventurous picture-book debut. It’s time for
kindergarten, and a young boy is prepared for the task, thanks to his unflinching ninja skills. The challenges of school are no match for a
ninja, with his quick reflexes and immense patience. Featuring colorful and dynamic illustrations by J. J. Harrison, Ninja Boy Goes to School
will have all little ninjas eager to learn how to balance like flamingos and gain the strength of gorillas (but without having to smell like one).
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Perfect for energetic free-spirits of all ages! Winner of the 2015 Children's Choice Award! "Vibrant, cartoonish illustrations . . ." - Booklist "Lots
of fun details and BAM! POW! kid-appeal." - School Library Journal "Any kid who’s longed for a break in the school day to work out some
energy and frustration will cheer Ninja Boy’s mission . . ." - The Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books
Teaching your children good values and integrity is one of the gifts that you can give them that they will keep for the rest of their lives. In this
story, ???????Integrity Ninja shares how Integrity never goes out of style. Life is tough. But so are you! The new children's book series, Ninja
Life Hacks, was developed to help children learn valuable life skills. Fun, pint-size characters in comedic books easy enough for young
readers, yet witty enough for adults. The Ninja Life Hacks book series is geared to kids 3-11. Perfect for boys, girls, early readers, primary
school students, or toddlers. Excellent resource for counselors, parents, and teachers alike. Collect all the Ninja Life Hacks books. Visit the
Ninja Life Hacks site found in the author's profile for fun freebies!
A heart warming tale of a young girl who finds her inner potential while combating the realities of a social anxiety disorder.
Sometimes love means having to broaden your literary horizons. Frankie Rose is desperate for love. Or a relationship. Or just a date with a
semi-normal person will do. It’s not that she hasn’t tried. She’s the queen of dating. But enough is enough. Inspired by her job at The Little
Brunswick Street Bookshop, Frankie decides to take fate into her own hands and embarks on the ultimate love experiment. Her plan? Plant
her favourite books on trains inscribed with her contact details in a bid to lure the sophisticated, charming and well-read man of her dreams.
Enter Sunny, and one spontaneous kiss later, Frankie begins to fall for him. But there’s just one problem – Frankie is strictly a classics kind
of gal, and Sunny is really into Young Adult. Like really. A quirky and uplifting love letter to books, friendship and soulmates. Film rights have
been optioned. Praise for The Book Ninja ‘A funny, quirky read with a fantastically book-ish flavour.’ Kelly Rimmer, bestselling author of
Before I Let You Go and The Things We Cannot Say ‘I could not put The Book Ninja down. It’s so very Melbourne … It’s young and funny,
and very modern. It was written very beautifully.’ Carly Findlay OAM, author and activist ‘Great read! Highly recommend. Original idea and
really well written.’ Chyka Keebaugh, The Real Housewives of Melbourne ‘Hilarious, heartwarming, amazing.’ Pip Drysdale, bestselling
author of The Sunday Girl and The Strangers We Know ‘An unbelievable love story in a very believable world. It was funny, sad and so, so
relatable. I loved every page!’ Sophie Dillman, Home and Away ‘A light hearted, quirky romance’ Herald Sun ‘A delightful, funny read’
Good Reading ‘A clever, loveable book that is to be enjoyed. Maybe even hugged’ Better Reading 'This was a fantastic five star read for me
and a great breath of fresh air. Read it with a cheeky glass of wine and then share it with your bestie.’ Crazy Book Lady, Instagram ‘This
book celebrates the joys of reading anything from childhood classics to YA and onwards. Ah my bookworm heart is all excited just thinking.
About my old faves plus the potential of future reads.’ What Jane Read, Instagram ‘Still looking for love online? Forget it. The Book Ninja is
the only thing a modern girl needs in her dating toolkit.’ Sharon Krum, journalist and author
The Book of Ninja, the ultimate ninjutsu manual, was penned in 1676 by a ninja known as Fujibayashi. Born in the post-civil war era of Japan,
Fujibayashi collected and combined information from the ninja clans of Iga - regarded to be the homeland of the ninja - and compiled it into an
authoritative book. Known as The Bansenhukai, this book has now been translated into English by the Historical Ninjutsu Research Team. It
is widely considered to be the 'bible' of 'ninjutsu', the arts of the ninja. The Book of Ninja begins with an in-depth introduction to the history of
Fujibayashi's scripture. Then the teachings themselves, appealingly rendered in this translation, take us into the secrets of guerilla warfare
and espionage. We learn how to become the ultimate spy, whether through a network of spies or by hiding in plain sight. Through the stealth
and concealment tactics of night-time infiltration and through weapon and tool building skills, as well as mission planning, we can learn much
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both about warfare and about adopting the right mindset for tackling our own inner and outer enemies. Adding to the mix for the spycraft
lover, there are sections on capturing criminals, performing night raids, making secret codes and signs, and even techniques for predicting
the weather and using an esoteric Buddhist system of divination. An exciting and engaging tome of lost knowledge, The Book of the Ninja is
the final say in the world of the ninja and the ultimate classic for samurai and ninja enthusiasts alike.

Practice makes perfect in this kick-butt fractured fairy tale. Why does this wolf think he can come to town and blow all the houses
down? These three little pigs just aren't going to take it from that bully anymore! The first starts aikido lessons---he'll make
mincemeat out of that wolf! His brother learns a little jujitsu--he'll chop that guy to pieces! But when the wolf actually appears, it
turs out these two pigs aren't quite ready after all. Good thing their sister has been training every day to master some serious
karate moves that save the day. KIYA! Corey Rosen Schwartz serves up a fun combination of smart-aleck dialogue and tongue-incheek rhymes that'll have kids howling, and rising star Dan Santat's spunky illustrations are sure to pack a punch!
The official Ninja Foodi Pressure Cooker Cookbook is here--the pressure is off When you pair your Ninja® Foodi(tm) Pressure
Cooker with The Big Cookbook, getting creative in the kitchen is simple. With 175 foolproof, Ninja-approved recipes that require
minimal prep and cleanup, this Ninja Foodi (complete/big book) will open tons of possibilities with your multicooker. Written by
Kenzie Swanhart, Ninja's director of culinary innovation, along with her team of Ninja Test Kitchen Chefs, this is the complete
official cookbook for your Ninja® Foodi(tm) Pressure Cooker. The wide variety of easy and tasty recipes in the Ninja Foodi
(complete/big book) will allow you to use your favorite appliance every day for any meal--breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The Ninja
Foodi (complete/big book) includes: Ninja know-how--How do you know when your food is done? What are the best Ninja
accessories to use? Those questions and more, answered. Meal plans--Save time and make fun meals all week with three
delicious meal plans from the Ninja Foodi (complete/big book). Fan-tested, chef-approved--These recipes in the Ninja Foodi
(complete/big book) don't just come from Ninja experts, but from the Ninja Foodi family of fans and collaborators. Take your
kitchen game to incredible new heights with the Ninja Foodi (complete/big book).
The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles save the world (again) in an all-new television event based on the Half-Shell Heroes toy line.
This full-color storybook is sure to thrill children ages 3 to 7. This Nickelodeon read-along contains audio narration.
Now a Netflix Series! Join imaginative ninjas Wes and Georgie as they take the stage in this Level One I Can Read book with text
by N. D. Wilson and charming art by Forrest Dickison. Wes promised Georgie he’d play the drums at her dance recital, but now
he’s too nervous. They pretend to be ninjas to help Wes find his courage, but when the audience is suddenly in danger, will they
be able to save the day? Hello, Ninja! Hello, Stage Fright! is a Level One I Can Read book, which means it's perfect for children
learning to sound out words and sentences. Whether shared at home or in a classroom, the short sentences, familiar words, and
simple concepts of Level One books support success for children eager to start reading on their own.
Late at night, when all is quiet and everyone is asleep, a ninja creeps silently through the house in search of treasure. Soon he
reaches his ultimate goal...and gets a big surprise! Will the nighttime ninja complete his mission? With spare text and lush
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illustrations, Nighttime Ninja is a fun, adventure-filled story about the power of play and imagination.
Growth Mindset Ninja learns how to grow his brain by using the power of yet. Find out what happens in this comedic book about
developing a growth mindset. Life is hard! And it's even harder for children who are just trying to figure things out. The new
children's book series, Ninja Life Hacks, was developed to help children learn valuable life skills. Fun, pint-size characters in
comedic books easy enough for young readers, yet witty enough for adults. The Ninja Life Hacks book series is geared to kids
3-11. Perfect for boys, girls, early readers, primary school students, or toddlers. Excellent resource for counselors, parents, and
teachers alike. Collect all the Ninja Life Hacks books! Fun, free printables at ninjalifehacks.tv
From one of the leading Fortnite gamers in the world comes your game plan for outclassing the rest at playing video games. “Get
the right gear, practice the right way, and get into the right headspace and you too can Get Good.”—Time Packed with illustrations,
photographs, anecdotes, and insider tips, this complete compendium includes everything Tyler "Ninja" Blevins wishes he knew
before he got serious about gaming. Here's how to: • Build a gaming PC • Practice with purpose • Develop strategy • Improve
your game sense • Pull together the right team • Stream with skill • Form a community online • And much more Video games
come and go, but Ninja's lessons are timeless. Pay attention to them and you'll find that you're never really starting over when the
next big game launches. Who knows—you may even beat him one day. As he says, that's up to you. Praise for Ninja: Get Good “If
you’re a casual gamer looking to refine your gaming skills or equipment, or someone considering getting into esports, then
livestreamer and gaming guru Tyler ‘Ninja’ Blevins’ book could be the perfect guide.”—Los Angeles Times “It’s perfect for young
kids just getting into gaming after watching streamers, like Ninja, and their parents who may not know much about gaming and
streaming . . . It’s an all-in-one checklist of everything you need to start up on a streaming life. This book breaks down complex
and sometimes obscure concepts in gaming that many non-gamer parents may not know about or the kids know about
instinctually but can't put into words.”—GameCrate
Anxious Ninja experiences difficult emotions that paralyzes him until his friend gives him tips on how to handle his anxiety. Find out
what happens in this comedic book about anxiety. Life is hard! And it's even harder for children who are just trying to figure things
out. The new children's book series, Ninja Life Hacks, was developed to help children learn valuable life skills. Fun, pint-size
characters in comedic books easy enough for young readers, yet witty enough for adults. The Ninja Life Hacks book series is
geared to kids 3-11. Perfect for boys, girls, early readers, primary school students, or toddlers. Excellent resource for counselors,
parents, and teachers alike. Collect all the Ninja Life Hacks books: marynhin.com/ninjaset.html Fun, free printables at
marynhin.com/ninja-printables.html
Earth Ninja shows his friend how one little ninja can make a difference in the world by practicing 3 simple life habits. Find out what
happens in this fun book about the impact we each have on the earth. Life is hard! And it's even harder for children who are just
trying to figure things out. The new children's book series, Ninja Life Hacks, was developed to help children learn valuable life
skills. Fun, pint-size characters in comedic books easy enough for young readers, yet witty enough for adults. The Ninja Life Hacks
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book series is geared to kids 3-11. Perfect for boys, girls, young readers, primary school students, or toddlers. Excellent resource
for counselors, parents, and teachers alike. Buy the book and get the ebook free! Visit GrowGrit.co for new releases.
Ninja . . . that single word conjures up images of mystery and power. The ability to move swiftly and silently, to mesmerize one's
victim, to strike infallibly, and then to disappear into the night--this is the legend of the ninja. These nearly sorcerous aspects of the
ninja, as well as the exotic weapons they use, are the focus of The Mystic Arts of the Ninja. Its author, Shidoshi Stephen K. Hayes,
is the sole American to be granted teaching credentials by the 34th grandmaster of the Togokure School of Ninjutsu in Japan.
Going beyond the basic conditioning and training techniques of his best-selling Ninjutsu: The Art of the Invisible Warrior, Hayes
explains the most sought after secrets of his ninja training: Hypnotism: Saiminjutsu, the ninja's hypnotic powers are described and
explained. Sample exercises are provided to help develop your hypnotic powers. Invisibility: Stealth walking and camouflage are
discussed. Hayes provides examples of how to move silently across various kinds of terrain and how to blend into your
surroundings to become invisible. Weaponry: The Hanbo cane, the sword, and the infamous shuriken throwing stars are ninja
trademarks. Hayes fully describes their use in grappling as well as in attacking. More than 400 black-and-white photos are used to
illustrate the secrets and techniques that have been used by the ninja to surprise and outwit their foes over the past 800 years.
The authenticity of Shidoshi Hayes's instruction is perhaps the most important aspect of this book: no other book represents the
true ninja tradition.
2018 Axiom Business Book Award Winner, Gold Medal Stop Selling! Start Solving! In Ninja Selling, author Larry Kendall
transforms the way readers think about selling. He points out the problems with traditional selling methods and instead offers a
science-based selling system that gives predictable results regardless of personality type. Ninja Selling teaches readers how to
shift their approach from chasing clients to attracting clients. Readers will learn how to stop selling and start solving by asking the
right questions and listening to their clients. ?Ninja Selling is an invaluable step-by-step guide that shows readers how to be more
effective in their sales careers and increase their income-per-hour, so that they can lead full lives. Ninja Selling is both a sales
platform and a path to personal mastery and life purpose. Followers of the Ninja Selling system say it not only improved their
business and their client relationships; it also improved the quality of their lives.
Follow this little ninja as he sneaks up on the family dog, swipes a cookie from his brother, and escapes from Granny’s kiss . . .
only to be out-ninja’d by his younger brother’s sneak attack! Young readers will be drawn in by the fast-paced rhymes that
parallel the little ninja’s quick moves, and will chant the refrain with glee! This humorous ode to stalking, sneaking, spying, and
scheming is sure to be read over and over again, inspiring imaginary play for a new generation of ninjas. Praise for Ninja, Ninja,
Never Stop "Bright primary hues add an energetic yet retro feel to Carpenter’s illustrations... a good choice for mischievous
preschoolers with an interest in the martial arts." --Kirkus Reviews "The blocky, bold illustrations and quickly paced narrative
combine to evoke satisfying comic-book action." --School Library Journal
An all-new Little Golden Book starring Nickelodeon's Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles in a classic 80s art style! Nickelodeon's
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Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles star in an all-new Little Golden Book that features the classic art style from the 1980s. Boys and
girls ages 2 to 5 and collectors of all ages will love this totally gnarly storybook!
Features facts about the Ninja Turtles, their friends, their enemies, and their world.
Perfect Ninja must do things perfectly. When his own expectations aren't met, he becomes frustrated and ends up breaking down
crying, screaming, or giving up. But everything changes one day when a friend shows him that mistakes and failures are the best
teachers to help us learn and grow. Find out what happens in this book about perfectionism and how avoiding mistakes can end
up being the enemy to growth and development. Life is hard! And it's even harder for children who are just trying to figure things
out. The new children's book series, Ninja Life Hacks, was developed to help children learn valuable life skills. Fun, pint-size
characters in comedic books easy enough for young readers, yet witty enough for adults. The Ninja Life Hacks book series is
geared to kids 3-11. Perfect for young readers, students in primary school, and toddlers. Excellent resource for counselors,
parents, and teachers alike. Collect all the Ninja Life Hacks books: marynhin.com/ninjaset.html Fun, free printables at
marynhin.com/ninja-printables.html
Kind Ninja loves being caring and compassionate. But it was not always like this. It used to be more about 'me, me, me'. Until one
day, his heart changes. Find out what happens in this comedic book about kindness. Life is hard! And it's even harder for children
who are just trying to figure things out. The new children's book series, Ninja Life Hacks, was developed to help children learn
valuable life skills. Fun, pint-size characters in comedic books easy enough for young readers, yet witty enough for adults. The
Ninja Life Hacks book series is geared to kids 3-11. Perfect for boys, girls, young readers, primary school students, and toddlers.
Excellent resource for counselors, parents, and teachers alike. Collect all the Ninja Life Hacks books: marynhin.com/ninjaset.html
Fun, free printables at marynhin.com/ninja-printables.html?
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